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By 2020, the inference to training ratio will be 10:1 or greater
The Shift to Inference at Scale

Research Field operations

1 Scale. A model goes 
nowhere if it can’t 
scale everywhere. 2 Cost. Rip and replace 

is not an effective 
strategy; get more 
from what you have.

WHAT THIS MEANS: AI hardware ≠ one size fits all

3
3

Environment. 
Privacy, security, 
latency demands, & 
power constraints.
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Different workloads, different considerations

Training

o Key metric: time to train

Inference

o Key metric: ???
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Different workloads, different considerations

Training

o Key metric: time to train

Inference

o Key metric: ???
Ø Throughput
Ø Latency
Ø SWaP constraints
Ø Cost
Ø Flexibility to support non-

DL workloads
Ø Lack of cloud compute

access
Ø Unified SW stack
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Source Paper: research.fb.com/wpcontent/uploads/2017/12/hpca-2018-facebook.pdf

Services Ranking 
Algorithm

Photo 
Tagging

Photo Text 
Generation Search

Language 
Translatio

n

Spam 
Flagging Speech

Model(s) MLP SVM,CNN CNN MLP RNN GBDT RNN

Inference
Resource CPU CPU CPU CPU CPU CPU CPU

Training 
Resource CPU GPU & 

CPU GPU Depends GPU CPU GPU

Training 
Frequency Daily Every N 

photos
Multi-

Monthly Hourly Weekly Sub-Daily Weekly

Training 
Duration

Many 
Hours

Few 
Seconds

Many 
Hours Few Hours Days Few Hours Many 

Hours

Large cloud users employ CPU 
extensively for deep learning

Approach #1: Leverage Existing Compute

https://research.fb.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/hpca-2018-facebook.pdf
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Intel® AI Customer

THE NEED
Help radiologists quickly and accurately read more scans.

THE CHALLENGE
Cost-effectively deploy deep-learning inference on 
scanning machines already in the field.

THE SOLUTION
Use new software to optimize Intel® Xeon® Scalable 
processors and get more out of CPU-based infrastructure.

THE RESULT
188x acceleration on bone-age model; 37x on lung model; 
value added to 45,000 existing servers.

Fortune-500 leader in diagnostic imaging

IMAGE
recognition

“In our PACS systems alone, we have probably 45,000 servers 
already present and deployed across 800 or 900 different 
healthcare systems in the United States; so my ability to leverage 
those processors more effectively is of enormous value.

The patient gets a better outcome, and that leads to much 
more efficient healthcare, at a much lower cost.”
- John Huffman
Chief Scientific Officer, Data Science and AI, Philips

Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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AI for Good and Satellite Imagery
Intel AI is working with a major 
NGO to develop algorithms for on-
demand foundational mapping for 
disaster response

• Deploy trained models on deep-
learning optimized CPU cloud 
instances for country-scale 
inference
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Approach #2: Leverage Accelerators

Optimize for:
• Throughput
• Latency
• Power efficiency
• Specific workloads
• …

GPU
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Automated Search with Bing
Intel® Arria® and Stratix® FPGA 



Detecting poachers with AI at the edge
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Where do we go from here?

Where have we seen breakthroughs, and what drove them?
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• Google and BERT

• OpenAI and GPT-2

Advances in NLP
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https://openai.com/blog/better-language-models/#sample2

https://openai.com/blog/better-language-models/
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https://openai.com/blog/better-language-models/#sample2

https://openai.com/blog/better-language-models/
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• Data parallelism is the whole model running concurrently (model size 
limited by single node memory capacity); model parallelism is splitting 
up a model in such a way that each part can be evaluated concurrently, 
i.e. the order does NOT matter

• Why train large models?
– Quality improves with model size; understands more about the world 

– Train 1 big model then fine tune it for different things – transfer learning 

• Reduces inference latency with computation spread across devices

• Exploration today: Language applications (billions of parameters)

• Challenges: Very tricky to design the algos

Model (Not Just Data) Parallelism
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Kernel Parallelism
q Split a kernel (or single/multi-layers) and 

distribute across multiple chips, HBMs, TPCs

q Ideal for layers requiring very large compute 
and/or memory resources even with small 
batch sizes

Model Parallelism
q Run multiple different kernels (or layers)

across multiple chips/HBMs/TPCs

q Ideal for workloads with several layers that 
can run in pipelined/concurrent (i.e., for 
layers without data dependency between 
them) even with small batch sizes

Users able to see multiple 
chips as a single logical 

device

Model And/Or Kernel Parallelism As a Solution

CPU/GPU -> ASIC -> Multichip
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ROI of Moving to New Compute Domains

Model Size (FLOPs, # Parameters)

TT
T 

/ D
at

as
et

 S
iz

e

Model not trainable (not enough 
data, unless pre-training)

Iteration time too 
slow for 
development or use 
case needs

Memory Limit 
of HBM

Deploy faster, potential 
to drive ROI

Moving to model parallel ASICs 
allows large models, incremental 
accuracy gain still drives ROI

Leverage pre-trained data, or 
adopting public ML API into 
pipeline

New capabilities with large models 
and datasets: Realistic GANs, strong 
RL models, near-human accurate 
systems, “hard problems”
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